
 Between MAD and Counterforce:

 In Search of a Morally and Strategically Sound
 Nuclear Defense Policy

 Current U.S. nuclear defense policy seeks to combine and com
 promise the competing strategies of Mutual Assured Destruc
 tion (MAD) and Counterforce.1 MAD recommends the de
 ployment of nuclear weapons capable of inflicting unacceptable
 damage on an adversary's industrial and population centers.
 Counterforce recommends the deployment of nuclear weapons
 capable of delivering a limited and precise strike on an adver
 sary's tactical and strategic forces. MAD has the advantage of
 favoring just the type of nuclear retaliation that the U.S. is most
 capable of delivering. For until recently the U.S. submarine
 force which is the most survivable component of the U.S. arse
 nal lacked the capacity to carry out anything like limited and
 precise retaliation.2 Other advantages of MAD are that it is rel
 atively cheap to maintain, and that it promises such a horren
 dous response to nuclear attack that it surely seems capable of
 deterring a massive first strike on industrial and population
 centers. Its basic disadvantage is that MAD is not sufficiently
 credible in cases of limited attack. For it is difficult to imagine
 the U.S. responding to a limited attack on its tactical and strate
 gic forces with a massive attack on the industrial and popula
 tion centers of its adversary when that would invite a compara
 ble attack on its own industrial and population centers. It is this
 disadvantage of MAD that Counterforce seeks to remedy.
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 Counterforce recommends responding to nuclear attack in a
 manner that is proportionate to the severity of the attack. Ac
 cordingly, while an adversary might reasonably doubt U.S.
 commitment under MAD to respond to a limited attack with
 massive retaliation, an adversary could not similarly doubt U.S.
 commitment under Counterforce to respond to a limited attack
 with limited retaliation. In this way, Counterforce promises a
 more credible response to a limited attack.

 But this advantage of Counterforce over MAD is closely
 linked with the strategy's basic disadvantage. For in attempting
 to control the destructive consequences of a limited attack,
 Counterforce tends to make such an attack less risky and hence
 more likely. Obviously, then, there are serious strategic disad
 vantages to both MAD and Counterforce.
 It is for this reason that current U.S. nuclear defense policy

 seeks to combine and compromise both of these strategies.
 Current U.S. nuclear defense policy endorses Counterforce for
 a limited attack and MAD for a massive attack, thereby at
 tempting to secure the credibility of Counterforce to deter a
 limited attack and the credibility of MAD to deter a massive
 attack.3

 Unfortunately, this combined strategy retains the same basic
 strategic disadvantage of Counterforce: it tends to make limited
 nuclear war less risky and hence more likely. In addition, this
 strategy is subject to the very same moral objection that applies
 to its component strategies: its implementation could involve
 the killing of large numbers of innocent people. Consequently,
 in order to determine whether it is possible to combine MAD
 and Counterforce into a morally and strategically sound nuclear
 defense policy, I propose to consider, first of all, what moral
 constraints apply to the use of nuclear weapons; secondly, what
 related moral constraints apply to threatening the use of such
 weapons; and thirdly, whether the moral constraints proposed
 for these contexts can be strategically justified.
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 Moral Constraints on the Use of Nuclear Weapons

 Problems for morally justifying the use of nuclear weapons be
 gin with the realization that a massive use of nuclear weapons
 either against military and strategic targets or against industrial
 and population centers would be prima facie immoral since
 such use would involve the killing of large numbers of innocent
 people. That killing innocent people is prima facie immoral is
 certainly a bedrock moral principle. The principle is so funda
 mental that it seems impossible to challenge it while remaining
 within a moral point of view. For what would be an alternative
 moral principle? That killing innocent people is prima facie
 immoral only if we have made an agreement not to do so? But
 then in order for this alternative principle to accord with our
 considered moral beliefs, the notion of an agreement would
 have to be stretched beyond all recognition so as to hold that
 there exists a near universal agreement making the killing of in
 nocent people prima facie immoral. Surely, taking the killing
 of innocent people to be unconditionally prima facie immoral,
 better accords with our considered moral beliefs.

 Nevertheless, although killing innocent people is prima facie
 immoral, such killing may yet be morally justified, all things
 considered, either to prevent a greater evil or to secure a greater
 good. For example, diverting a runaway truck with the result
 that one innocent person is killed would be morally justified, all
 things considered, if it were the only way to prevent the greater
 evil of allowing the truck to kill twenty other innocent persons.
 Likewise, licensing qualified drivers to operate motor vehicles
 with the result that some innocent people are killed in traffic
 accidents would be morally justified, all things considered, if it
 were the only way to secure the greater good of basic trans
 portation for the general populace.
 Standardly in such cases, the justified immorality is a foreseen

 but unintended consequence of a course of action which either
 prevents a greater evil or secures a greater good. However, this
 need not be the case. For example, suppose that the only way
 to prevent a group of terrorists from killing a large number of
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 innocent hostages is by meeting their demand to release a justly
 convicted bank robber from prison. Or, suppose that the only
 way of securing a cure for cancer is to force a misanthropic sci
 entist to complete her vital research. In these cases, the justi
 fied immorality is not a foreseen but unintended consequence of
 an otherwise legitimate course of action. Rather, it is a means
 intentionally employed either to prevent a greater evil or to se
 cure a greater good.
 Yet in both sorts of cases, the evil to be prevented or the good

 to be secured must be sufficiently greater than the foreseen evil
 consequence or the intended evil means (possibly many times
 greater depending on the context) before the pursuit of such
 goals would be morally justified, all things considered. To see
 that this is the case, we need only utilize a social contract deci
 sion procedure and evaluate our actions from the standpoint of
 persons who have discounted the knowledge of whether they
 personally would be benefited or harmed by those actions.
 Using this decision procedure, it seems clear that the evil to be
 prevented or the good to be secured would have to be signifi
 cantly greater before we would favor the pursuit of such goals
 at the cost of innocent lives.4

 Not surprisingly, therefore, we cannot employ the above sorts
 of justification to legitimate a massive use of nuclear weapons
 against either tactical and strategic forces or industrial and pop
 ulation centers since the killing of large numbers of innocent
 people is so morally abhorrent that it cannot be justified, all
 things considered, on the grounds of preventing a greater evil or
 securing a greater good.5 There simply is no greater evil or
 greater good that foreseeably could sufficiently outweigh the
 killing of large numbers of innocent people in the massive use
 of nuclear weapons.

 For consider the massive use of nuclear weapons by the
 United States or the Soviet Union against industrial and popu
 lation centers. Such a strike, involving three to five thousand
 warheads, could destroy between 70-80% of each nation's in
 dustry and result in the immediate death of as many as 165 mil
 lion Americans and 100 million Russians respectively, in addi
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 tion to running a considerable risk of a retaliatory nuclear strike
 by the opposing superpowers It has also been estimated by
 Carl Sagan and others that such a strike is very likely to gener
 ate firestorms which would cover much of the earth with sooty
 smoke for months, creating a "nuclear winter" that would
 threaten the very survival of the human species.7 Now there
 simply is no foreseeable end which could justify such morally
 horrendous consequences.
 The same holds true for a massive use of nuclear weapons

 against tactical and strategic targets. Such a strike, involving
 two to three thousand warheads, directed against only ICBMs,
 submarine and bomber bases could wipe out as many as 20
 million Americans and 28 million Russians respectively, in ad
 dition to running a considerable risk of a retaliatory nuclear
 strike by the opposing superpower.8 Here too there is a consid
 erable risk of a "nuclear winter" occurring. This being the case
 what greater evil might forseeably be prevented by such a use
 of nuclear weapons?
 Of course, it should be pointed out that the above argument

 does not rule out a limited use of nuclear weapons at least
 against tactical and strategic targets. Such a use is still possible.
 Yet practically it would be quite difficult for either superpower
 to distinguish between a limited and a massive use of nuclear
 weapons, especially if a full-scale conventional war is raging.
 In such circumstances, any use of nuclear weapons is likely to
 be viewed as part of a massive use of such weapons, thus in
 creasing the risk of a massive nuclear retaliatory strike.9 Henry
 Kissinger once proposed that in a limited nuclear war a nation
 might announce that it would not use nuclear weapons of more
 than 500 kilotons explosive power unless an adversary used
 them first. Unfortunately, however, neither the United States or
 the Soviet Union has a system of instantaneous damage as
 sessment to determine whether such a limit was being observed.
 In addition, war games have shown that if enough tactical nu
 clear weapons are employed over time in a limited area, such as
 Germany, the effect on noncombatants in that area would be
 much the same as in a massive nuclear attack.io As Bundy,
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 Kennan, McNamara and Smith put the point in their recent en
 dorsement of a doctrine of no first use of nuclear weapons:

 Every serious analysis and every military exercise, for over
 25 years, has demonstrated that even the most restrained
 battlefield use would be enormously destructive to civilian
 life and property. There is no way for anyone to have any
 confidence that such a nuclear action will not lead to further

 and more devastating exchanges. Any use of nuclear
 weapons in Europe, by the Alliance or against it, carries with
 it a high and inescapable risk of escalation into the general
 nuclear war which would bring ruin to all and victory to
 none.11

 For these reasons, even a limited use of nuclear weapons gener
 ally would not be morally justified, all things considered.
 Nevertheless, there are some circumstances in which a limited

 use of nuclear weapons would be morally justified, all things
 considered. For example, suppose that a nation was attacked
 with a massive nuclear counterforce strike and it was likely
 that, if the nation did not retaliate with a limited nuclear strike,
 a massive attack on its industrial and population centers would
 follow. Under such circumstances, it can be argued, a limited
 nuclear retaliatory strike would be morally justified, all things
 considered. Of course, the justification for such a strike would
 depend on what effect the strike would have on innocent lives

 and how likely it was that the strike would succeed in deterring
 a massive attack on the nation's industrial and population cen
 ters. However, assuming a limited nuclear retaliatory strike
 was the best way of avoiding a significantly greater evil, it
 would be morally justified, all things considered.
 Now some might attempt to undercut these restrictions on the

 use of nuclear weapons by denying that a guilt/innocence dis
 tinction applies in warfare. More specifically, what these op
 ponents would deny is that a guilt/innocence distinction sup
 ports a combatant/noncombatant distinction.12 For by any
 plausible interpretation of guilt and innocence, these opponents
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 would argue, noncombatants can be morally guilty while com
 batants are morally innocent of the war effort.

 Consider, for example, the case of a ninety-year-old multi
 millionaire who is an enthusiastic supporter of an unjust war
 and its unjust aims. Such an individual may attend political
 rallies, vote, pay taxes gladly, and make generous political con
 tributions all in support of the war effort. Now contrast her
 case with that of a poor, uneducated, frontline soldier who is
 only where he is because he has been forced into service and
 who intends never to fire a weapon against anyone. Certainly,
 it would appear that the ninety-year-old multi-millionaire, al
 though a noncombatant, is morally guilty of the war effort,
 while the poor, uneducated pacifist soldier, although clearly a
 combatant, is morally innocent of the war effort.

 Fortunately, a correct understanding of the prohibition against
 killing innocent people does not require us to deny that non
 combatants can be morally guilty and combatants morally inno
 cent of the war effort.13 For what is crucial to the prohibition is
 not whether people are morally innocent or morally guilty of
 the war effort, but rather whether it is reasonable for us to be

 lieve that they are such. For just as in the criminal law we con
 vict people who, we reasonably believe, are guilty of violating
 the law, even though we allow that they may conceivably be
 innocent of such violations, so likewise in warfare we are justi
 fied in defending ourselves against those who, we reasonably
 believe, are engaged in an attempt upon our lives, even though
 we allow that some of these may be morally innocent of the war
 effort. Now those who are so engaged will be members of the
 military services, those employed in industries whose products
 are designed primarily for use in the war effort, and those who
 exercise the relevant authority over such persons. Moreover,
 anyone who denies that we can make such a distinction be
 tween combatants and noncombatants in waging war would be
 at a loss to explain how we support an analogous distinction
 between criminals and the general public in fighting crime.
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 Moral Constraints on Threatening the Use of Nuclear
 Weapons

 Once the above moral constraints on the use of nuclear

 weapons are recognized, comparable constraints on threatening
 the use of such weapons would seem to obtain in accord with
 the following principle:

 The Wrongful Threatening Principle: If an act is wrong then
 threatening to perform that act is also wrong.

 According to this principle, threatening nuclear destruction
 would be morally justified only if carrying out such threats
 would be morally justified.
 This principle, however, has been challenged by Gregory

 Kavka who argues that it fails to apply when threats are adopted
 solely to prevent the occurrence of the circumstances in which
 the threats would have to be carried out.14 For Kavka a policy
 of threatening massive nuclear retaliation is justified provided
 that a nation threatens to retaliate with a massive use of nuclear

 weapons only to prevent the occurrence of those circumstances
 in which it would so retaliate. Unfortunately, this line of argu
 ment would also serve to justify the threats standardly em
 ployed by armed robbers! For robbers in threatening "Hand
 over your money or I'll shoot" usually hope to avoid just those
 circumstances where you don't hand over your money and they
 do shoot.

 Obviously, Kavka is primarily concerned with situations
 where people threaten in order to prevent an unjust offense,
 and certainly such motivation would typically be lacking in
 cases of armed robbery.^ Nevertheless, when Kavka com
 ments upon what is distinctive about those situations where he
 thinks such threatening is justified, he only refers to the effects
 the threats have that are independent of their actually being car
 ried out, that is, to their "autonomous effects." But threats by
 armed robbers have just the same autonomous effects. Conse
 quently, if a policy of threatening massive nuclear retaliation is
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 not to be condemned on the basis of the Wrongful Threatening
 Principle, it must be for reasons other than those Kavka pro
 vides.

 Others, like Michael Walzer, have recognized the Wrongful
 Threatening Principle as a moral constraint on legitimate
 threats, but have then argued that where national defense is at
 issue the principle can be overridden for the sake of deter
 rence. 16 According to Walzer,

 We threaten in order not to do it, and the doing of it would
 be so terrible that the threat seems in comparison to be
 morally defensible.17

 Presumably what Walzer would say about what distinguishes a
 nation's legitimate threatening from a robber's illegitimate
 threatening is not the presence of autonomous effects since such
 effects are found in both cases. Rather the cases are to be dis

 tinguished on the grounds that the beneficial autonomous ef
 fects that flow from legitimate threatening by a nation are not
 matched, even proportionately, by the beneficial autonomous
 effects that flow from the threats standardly employed by armed
 robbers.

 Yet Walzer fails to recognize that what he is attempting to
 justify is not threatening at all. For there is another principle
 applicable here which makes threatening impossible in this
 case. That principle, which turns on the fact that threatening
 involves an intention to carry out the threat if the desired re
 sponse is not forthcoming, is the following:

 The Impossible Threat Principle: X cannot threaten to do w
 if Y does z, if X expects that if Y does z, X still will not do w.

 How many of the purported threats employed by nations to de
 ter their adversaries, like the one Walzer would justify, fail to
 satisfy this principle. For example, it is frequently claimed that
 at least a massive nuclear attack on industrial and population
 centers would be so grossly immoral that probably neither the
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 leaders of the United States nor those of the Soviet Union could

 conceive of themselves as carrying out such a strike even in re
 taliation. Yet many of those, like Walzer, who think that this is
 the case, still believe that it is possible for the leaders to
 threaten each other with such an attack. But according to the
 Impossible Threat Principle this cannot be done. A nation's
 leaders simply cannot threaten nuclear retaliation if an adver
 sary strikes first and yet expect that even if its adversary were to

 strike first, they would still not retaliate.

 Needless to say, others have also thought that there was a
 logical flaw involved in our talk about threats, but they have
 failed to correctly state what the flaw is. Jonathan Schell, for
 example, claims that there is a contradiction at the heart of the
 doctrine of deterrence employed by the superpowers.18 Ac
 cording to Schell, that contradiction is:

 We cannot both threaten ourselves with something and hope
 to avoid that same thing by making the threat.19

 But the contradiction Schell claims to have discovered is not a

 contradiction at all but rather a commonplace. As we noted be
 fore, even robbers threaten harmful consequences while hoping
 never to have to carry out those threats. Rather, what would be
 contradictory is not a threat coupled with a hope never to have
 to carry out the threat but rather a threat coupled with the ex
 pectation that one would never carry out the threat no matter
 what others did.

 It follows that the only way a nation's leaders can threaten to
 use nuclear weapons is if they can envision themselves as using
 those weapons under certain circumstances. This means that
 for the leaders who recognize and respect the above moral con
 straints on the use of nuclear weapons, the possibility of threat
 ening nuclear destruction would be drastically circumscribed.
 For unless these leaders commit themselves to acting im
 morally, they can only threaten a form of limited nuclear retali
 ation. And even then there would have to be a justification for
 their actually threatening such retaliation.
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 In order to see why a justification for actually threatening is
 required, let us examine a number of stances a nation's leaders
 might take with respect to nuclear weapons. Consider the fol
 lowing:

 1) A nation's leaders might be willing to carry out a nuclear
 strike against an adversary only if they expected that a negli
 gible loss to their own nation would result.

 2) A nation's leaders might be willing to carry out a nuclear
 first strike against an adversary only if they expected that an
 acceptable loss to their own nation would result.

 3) A nation's leaders might be willing to carry out a nuclear
 first strike against an adversary even though they expected
 that an unacceptable loss to their own nation would result.

 How it should be clear that threats of nuclear retaliation would

 be ineffective against a nation whose leaders adopted stance (3)
 and were willing to carry out a nuclear first strike against an
 adversary even though they expected that an unacceptable loss
 to their own nation would result.

 Yet what about a nation whose leaders adopted stance (1) and
 were willing to carry out a nuclear first strike against an adver
 sary only if they expected a negligible loss to their own nation
 would result? Might not a threat of nuclear retaliation be effec
 tive against such a nation? Clearly not if the nation's leaders
 were either unimpressed by the capabilities of their adversary's
 nuclear retaliatory force or greatly impressed by the ef
 fectiveness of their own nuclear defense system. But suppose
 that the nation's leaders were greatly impressed by the capabil
 ities of their adversary's nuclear retaliatory force and unim
 pressed by the effectiveness of their own nuclear defense sys
 tem. What then? Would a threat of nuclear retaliation further

 deter those leaders from attacking their adversary? Possibly it
 would, but such additional deterrence would only seem to be
 needed in the unlikely event that even when a nation's leaders
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 are faced with the impressive capabilities of their adversary's
 nuclear retaliatory force and the unimpressive effectiveness of
 their own nuclear defense system, their expectations as to
 whether they would suffer a negligible loss from launching a
 nuclear first strike would still crucially depend upon whether
 their adversary had actually threatened nuclear retaliation!
 Only then would the threat of nuclear retaliation have a very
 important deterrent role to play.

 Similarly, a threat of nuclear retaliation would be of little use
 against a nation whose leaders adopted stance (2) and were
 unimpressed by the capabilities of their adversary's nuclear re
 taliatory force for inflicting an unacceptable loss on their nation
 even when countered by their own nuclear defense system.
 However, if a nation's leaders were in fact impressed by the ca
 pabilities of their adversary's nuclear retaliatory force for in
 flicting an unacceptable loss on their nation even when coun
 tered by their own nuclear defense system, then the threat of
 nuclear retaliation may provide some additional deterrence.
 Nevertheless, such additional deterrence would only seem to be
 needed in the unlikely event that even when a nation's leaders
 are faced with the impressive capabilities of their adversary's
 nuclear retaliatory force for inflicting an unacceptable loss on
 their nation, their expectations as to whether they would suffer
 an unacceptable loss would still crucially depend upon whether
 their adversary had actually threatened nuclear retaliation.

 Now one might conclude that threatening or appearing to
 threaten nuclear retaliation adds so little deterrent value to the

 possession of an adequate nuclear retaliatory force simply be
 cause the possession of such a force already involves an im
 plicit threat to use it. However, this need not be the case.
 To see how this is possible, consider yet two other stances a

 nation's leaders might take with respect to nuclear weapons:

 4) A nation's leaders might be willing to carry out a nuclear
 strike only in response to either a nuclear first strike or a
 massive conventional first strike on itself or its principal al
 lies.
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 5) A nation's leaders might be willing to carry out a massive
 conventional strike only in response to either a nuclear first
 strike or a massive conventional first strike on itself or its

 principal allies.

 Now assuming that a nation's leaders were to adopt (4) and (5)
 then threats or bluffs of nuclear retaliation could not in fact be

 made against them! For a threat or bluff must render less eligi
 ble something an agent might otherwise want to do, and leaders
 of nations who adopt (4) and (5) have a preference structure
 that would not be affected by any attempt to threaten or bluff
 nuclear retaliation. Hence, such threats or bluffs could not be
 made against them either explicitly or implicitly.
 Now if we take them at their word, the leaders of both super

 powers seem to have adopted (4) and (5). As Casper Wein
 berger recently characterized U.S. policy:

 Our strategy is a defensive one, designed to prevent attack,
 particularly nuclear attack, against us or our allies.20

 And a similar statement of Soviet policy can be found in
 Mikhail Gorbachev's recent appeal for a return to a new era of
 detente.21 Moreover, since 1982 Soviet leaders appear to have
 gone beyond simply endorsing (4) and (5) and have ruled out
 the use of a nuclear first strike under any circumstances.22
 Assuming the truth of these statements it follows that the pre

 sent leaders of the U.S. and the Soviet Union could not be

 threatening or bluffing each other with nuclear retaliation de
 spite their apparent attempts to do so. This is because a com
 mitment to (4) and (5) rules out the necessary aggressive inten
 tions that it is the purpose of such threats or bluffs to deter.
 Leaders of nations whose strategy is a purely defensive one
 would be immune from threats or bluffs of nuclear retaliation.

 In fact, leaders of nations who claim their strategy is purely de
 fensive yet persist in attempting to threaten or bluff nuclear
 retaliation against nations whose proclaimed strategy is also
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 purely defensive eventually throw into doubt their own
 commitment to a purely defensive strategy. It is for these
 reasons that attempts to threaten or bluff nuclear retaliation
 under present conditions would not be morally justified.
 Of course, the leaders of a superpower might claim that threat

 ening or bluffing nuclear retaliation would be morally justified
 under present conditions on the grounds that the proclaimed de
 fensive strategy of the other superpower is not believable.
 Surely this stance would be reasonable if the other superpower
 had launched an aggressive attack against the superpower or its
 principal allies. But neither U.S. intervention in Nicaragua nor
 Soviet intervention in Afghanistan nor other military actions
 taken by either superpower are directed against even a principal
 ally of the other superpower. Consequently, in the absence of
 an aggressive attack of the appropriate sort and in the absence
 of an opposing military force that could be used without risking
 unacceptable losses from retaliatory strikes, each superpower is
 morally required to provisionally place some trust in the pro
 claimed defensive strategy of the other superpower.
 Nevertheless, it would still be morally legitimate for both su

 perpowers to retain a retaliatory nuclear force so as to be able to
 threaten or bluff nuclear retaliation in the future should condi

 tions change for the worse. For as long as nations possess nu
 clear weapons, such a change could occur simply with a change
 of leadership bringing to power leaders who can only be de
 terred by a threat or bluff of nuclear retaliation.

 For example, suppose a nation possesses a survivable nuclear
 force capable of inflicting unacceptable damage upon its adver
 sary, yet possession of such a force alone would not suffice to
 deter an adversary from carrying out a nuclear first strike unless
 that possession were combined with a threat of limited nuclear
 retaliation or a bluff of massive nuclear retaliation. (With re
 spect to massive nuclear retaliation, bluffing would be required
 since leaders who recognize and respect the above moral con
 straints on the use of nuclear weapons could not in fact threaten
 such retaliation.) Under these circumstances, I think the re
 quired threat or bluff would be morally justified. But I also
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 think that there is ample evidence today to indicate that neither
 the leadership of the United States nor that of the Soviet Union
 requires such a threat or bluff to deter them from carrying out a
 nuclear first strike.23 Consequently, under present conditions,
 such a threat or bluff would not be morally justified.
 Nevertheless, under present conditions it would be legitimate

 for a nation to maintain a survivable nuclear force in order to be

 able to deal effectively with a change of policy in the future.
 Moreover, if either superpower does in fact harbor any unde
 tected aggressive intentions against the other, the possession of
 a survivable nuclear force by the other superpower should suf
 fice to deter a first strike since neither superpower could be sure
 whether in response to such strike the other superpower would
 follow its moral principles or its national interest.24

 Of course, if nuclear forces were only used to retain the ca
 pacity for threatening or bluffing in the future should conditions
 change for the worse then surely at some point this use of nu
 clear weapons could also be eliminated. But its elimination
 would require the establishment of extensive political, eco
 nomic and cultural ties between the superpowers so as to reduce
 the present uncertainty about the future direction of policy, and
 obviously the establishment of such ties, even when it is given
 the highest priority, which it frequently is not, requires time to
 develop.

 In the meantime a nuclear force deployed for the purpose of
 being capable of threatening or bluffing in the future should
 conditions change for the worse, should be capable of surviving
 a first strike and then inflicting either limited or massive nuclear
 retaliation on an aggressor. During the Kennedy-Johnson
 years, Robert McNamara estimated that massive nuclear retali
 ation required a nuclear force capable of destroying one-half of
 a nation's industrial capacity along with one-quarter of its pop
 ulation, and comparable figures have been suggested by others.
 Clearly, ensuring a loss in this neighborhood should constitute
 unacceptable damage from the perspective of any would-be ag
 gressor.
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 Notice, however, that in order for a nation to maintain a nu
 clear force capable of inflicting such damage, it is not necessary
 that components of its land-, its air- and its sea-based strategic
 forces all be survivable. Accordingly, even if all of the land
 based ICBMs in the United States were totally destroyed in a
 first strike, surviving elements of the U.S. air and submarine
 force could easily inflict the required degree of damage and
 more. In fact, any one of the 37 nuclear submarines maintained
 by the United States, each with up to 192 warheads, could al
 most single-handedly inflict the required degree of damage.
 Consequently, the U.S. submarine force alone should suffice as
 a force capable of massive nuclear retaliation.
 But what about a nuclear force capable of limited nuclear re

 taliation? At least with respect to U.S. nuclear forces, it would
 seem that as Trident I missiles replace less accurate Poseidon
 missies, and especially when Trident II missiles come on line in
 the next few years, the U.S. submarine force will have the ca
 pacity for both limited and massive nuclear retaliation. How
 ever, until this modernization is complete, the U.S. will still
 have to rely, in part, on survivable elements of its air- and land
 based strategic forces for its capacity to inflict limited nuclear
 retaliation. And it would seem that the Soviet Union is also in a

 comparable situation.25
 Now in this section I have argued for the following:

 1) Under present conditions, it is morally justified to possess
 a survivable nuclear force in order to be able to quickly
 threaten or bluff clear retaliation should conditions change
 for the worse.

 2) If conditions do change for the worse, it would be morally
 justified at some point to threaten a form of limited nuclear
 retaliation.

 3) If conditions worsen further so that a massive nuclear first

 strike can only be deterred by the bluff or threat of a massive
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 nuclear retaliation, it would be morally justified to bluff but
 not threaten massive nuclear retaliation.

 By following this proposed policy under present conditions, a
 nation would also be able to achieve nuclear deterrence, when
 necessary, without threatening or bluffing nuclear destruction.
 When this occurs, nuclear deterrence would be the foreseen but
 not the intended consequence of possessing a survivable nu
 clear force so as to be able to threaten or bluff nuclear retalia

 tion should conditions change for the worse.26

 Additional Moral Constraints on Nuclear Defense Policy

 In addition to the above constraints on nuclear defense policy,
 there are still two other constraints that must be considered.

 They are that expenditures for nuclear weapons be viewed as a
 last resort and that they rarely take precedence over expendi
 tures for basic welfare.

 To say that expenditures for nuclear weapons must be viewed
 as a last resort is to emphasize the importance of negotiations
 for resolving differences between nations. A nation's most tal
 ented and respected public officials should be enlisted in this
 task and bold initiatives which respect the rights of all parties
 must be put forward if agreements are to be reached. In this
 context, the success of a nation's leaders can be measured, in
 large part, by the number and importance of the agreements
 they have been able to reach.
 One reason expenditures for nuclear weapons must be viewed
 as a last resort is the inherent dangerousness of these weapons
 given that there is always the possibility of an accidental nu
 clear war. This has usually been considered to be a very remote
 possibility, but recent events suggest that the possibility might
 not be so remote. In 1979 and then in 1980 computers in the
 North American Air Defense falsely indicated a Soviet attack.
 The most recent false alarm caused American duty officers to
 order strategic bomber crews to their planes to start their en
 gines, to have battle-controlled aircraft prepared for flight, to
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 have one in Hawaii take off, and to bring silo-based missiles
 closer to the stage of firing. When asked as to whether such an
 alert could set off a series of escalating responses in the United
 States and the Soviet Union that would build momentum into a

 confrontation, then Assistant Secretary of Defense Thomas
 Ross simply replied, "I'm going to duck that question."27 The
 extent to which there have been similar malfunctions in the

 control of Soviet strategic forces is not known, but in the light
 of such problems with the United States system, the risks in
 volved with both nuclear command systems seem quite real and
 serious, and argue against the permanent deployment of nuclear
 weapons. Moreover, from 1950 to 1973 alone, there were at
 least 63 serious accidents publicly reported in the West involv
 ing nuclear weapon systems or an average of more than 2.5 se
 rious accidents a year.28
 Still another reason for viewing expenditures for nuclear

 weapons as a last resort is the waste of resources inherent in
 such expenditures. For although nuclear deterrence does an
 swer to a need for national security, there are far less costly
 ways of attaining the desired security. For example, restoring
 the kind of trust and respect that existed between the United
 States and the Soviet Union during World War II would
 achieve national security for each of the superpowers at a frac
 tion of the cost. Obviously, then, the constant thrust of a
 morally justified policy in this area would be to replace reliance
 on nuclear weapons with a resolution of political differences.2?
 Yet even when expenditures for nuclear weapons are viewed

 as a last resort, they rarely take precedence over expenditures
 for basic welfare. For normally a society can purchase the
 weapons it needs in at least two ways. It can appropriate sur
 plus resources from its wealthier citizens or it can reduce or
 eliminate basic welfare provisions to its poorer citizens. Ac
 cording to welfare liberals, a society should purchase the
 weapons it needs by appropriating the surplus resources of its
 wealthier citizens because poorer citizens have a positive right
 to basic welfare which overrides the right of wealthier citizens
 to their surplus resources. By contrast, libertarians claim that a
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 society should purchase the weapons it needs by reducing or
 eliminating any basic welfare provisions to its poorer citizens
 (if it is making any such provisions) because the only rights that
 people have are negative rights, and hence, no one has a posi
 tive right to basic welfare but only a negative right to noninter
 ference with one's person and one's resources, surplus or oth
 erwise. However, even if we were to grant for the sake of ar
 gument that the only rights are negative rights, and assume that
 all other legitimate ways of acquiring a basic minimum have
 been exhausted, it can still be shown that poorer citizens have a
 negative not to be interfered with when taking what is neces
 sary for their basic welfare from the surplus resources of
 wealthier citizens, a right which overrides the negative right of
 wealthier citizens to noninterference with their surplus re
 sources.30 Given, then, that basic welfare provisions can be de
 fended in this fashion either in terms of libertarian negative
 rights or in terms of welfare liberal positive rights, the only
 morally justified way for a society to purchase the weapons it
 needs would be to appropriate surplus resources from its
 wealthier citizens. And if a particular society cannot purchase
 the weapons it needs without denying basic welfare to some of
 its citizens, that society must work out a cost-sharing plan with
 its allies so as not to deprive its citizens of their basic welfare.
 Nor would it help to point out that expenditures for nuclear
 weapons are only a relatively small portion of the military bud
 gets of the United States and the Soviet Union since the moral
 constraint we have been considering applies to all military ex
 penditures, not just those for nuclear weapons. Assessed in
 these terms, therefore, the present U.S. policy of cutting back
 on basic entitlement programs to the poor in order to pay for a
 new generation of strategic weapons cannot be morally justi
 fied.

 But suppose that the legitimate goals of national defense and
 social welfare cannot be jointly satisfied. What then? In this
 quite unusual situation, it would appear that national defense
 would have priority over social welfare. The reason for this is,
 first of all, that national defense is a fundamental need for the
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 members of a society, and secondly, that social welfare depends
 for its legitimate satisfaction on the availability of a surplus af
 ter the fundamental needs of the members of a society have
 been satisfied. And so in the unlikely event that no surplus ex
 isted beyond what is necessary to meet the legitimate goal of
 national defense, the goal of social welfare would have to be
 sacrificed. Nevertheless, for all practical purposes, expendi
 tures for basic welfare would still have priority over expendi
 tures for national defense.

 Moral Constraints and Strategic Requirements

 It is now appropriate to consider whether the above proposed
 moral constraints can be strategically justified. To some degree
 this strategic question has already been addressed in our previ
 ous discussion. Any discussion of moral constraints must pre
 suppose one of the most fundamental principles of morality,
 namely, the "ought" implies "can" principle. According to this
 principle, people are not morally required to do what they lack
 the power to do or what would involve so great a sacrifice that
 it would be unreasonable to ask them to perform such an action.
 Thus morality can never impose such severe constraints on
 those who would defend themselves against aggression that it
 would be unreasonable to ask them to accept those constraints.
 A problem arises, however, when it appears that the most ef
 fective means for defending oneself or one's nation involves
 killing or threatening to kill innocent people. Of course, one
 might deny that this ever happens on the grounds that the fail
 ure to observe moral constraints leads others to do the same,
 with the consequence that everyone is worse off if anyone vio
 lates moral constraints. But at least sometimes it does appear
 that strategic and moral requirements do diverge so that those
 who follow moral requirements can turn out to be losers. Ac
 cordingly, it would be too much to ask of defensible moral con
 straints that they never depart from what best serves the in
 terests of oneself or one's nation. To ask, then, whether the
 proposed moral constraints can be strategically justified is not
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 to ask whether such constraints ever demand us to sacrifice our

 interests at least to some degree because obviously they do.
 Rather the relevant question is whether the proposed constraints
 sufficiently respect strategic considerations so as not to impose
 unreasonable sacrifices on those who would adhere to them.

 Or, put another way, what is at issue is whether the proposed
 moral constraints are strategically sound enough to be morally
 justified.

 Now there are at least three areas where the proposed moral
 constraints might be thought to significantly conflict with
 strategic requirements. They are:

 1) The required limit on the size of nuclear forces
 2) The recourse to bluffing to achieve nuclear deterrence
 3) The acceptance of a form of limited nuclear retaliation.

 Let us examine each of these areas in turn.

 First of all, concerning the size of nuclear forces, it has been
 proposed that once the U.S. submarine force has been rendered
 more accurate, reliance on that force alone would be morally
 required. Now it might be objected that this proposal is strate
 gically unsound because it abandons the greater security that
 comes from the existing triad of nuclear forces. However, even
 if we disregard the fact that the existing triad of nuclear forces
 had its birth in inter-service rivalries rather than strategic con
 siderations, it is obvious that the strategic considerations that
 favored the triad have been seriously undercut in recent years
 by the increasing vulnerability of land- and air-based strategic
 forces. There is also the objection that strategic forces which
 cannot survive a first strike only seem capable of delivering a
 first strike themselves. Of course, if the U.S. submarine force
 ever became vulnerable to a first strike, there would be a need

 to shift to some other mode of basing nuclear weapons, and ob
 viously, in the absence of a resolution of political difference, re
 search and development should continue into more survivable
 modes of basing nuclear weapons. But at the moment there are
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 no weighty strategic considerations against eventually relying
 on the U.S. submarine force alone.

 Secondly, a policy of resorting to bluffing massive nuclear re
 taliation when there is no other way to prevent a first strike
 might be challenged on the grounds that it is not possible to in
 stitutionalize such a policy. But suppose we imagine bluffing to
 include deploying a survivable nuclear force and preparing that
 force for possible use in such a way that leaders who are bluff
 ing a morally prohibited form of nuclear retaliation need out
 wardly distinguish themselves from those who are threatening
 such retaliation only in their strong moral condemnation of this
 use of nuclear weapons. Surely this form of bluffing is capable
 of being institutionalized.
 This form of bluffing can also be effective in achieving deter
 rence because it is subject to at least two interpretations. One
 interpretation is that the leaders of a nation are actually bluffing
 because while the leaders do deploy nuclear weapons and do
 appear to threaten to use them in certain ways, they also
 morally condemn those uses of nuclear weapons, so they can't
 really be intending to so use them. The other interpretation is
 that the leaders are not bluffing but are in fact immoral agents
 intentionally committed to doing what they regard as a grossly
 immoral course of action. But since the leaders of other nations

 can never be reasonably sure which interpretation is correct, a
 nation's leaders can effectively bluff under these conditions.
 Moreover, citizens who think that only a bluffing strategy with

 respect to certain forms of nuclear retaliation can ever be
 morally justified would look for leaders who express their own
 views on this issue in just this ambiguous manner. It is also ap
 propriate for those who are in places of high command within a
 nation's nuclear forces to express the same ambiguous views;
 only those low in the command structure of a nation's nuclear
 forces need not express the same ambiguous views about the
 course of action they would be carrying out, assuming they can
 see themselves as carrying out only (part of) a limited nuclear
 retaliatory strike. This is because, as we noted earlier, such a
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 strike would be morally justified under certain conceivable but
 unlikely conditions.
 Furthermore, bluffing massive nuclear retaliation is advocated
 only when there is good reason to think that neither a policy of
 merely possessing a survivable nuclear force nor one of threat
 ening only a limited form of nuclear retaliation would prove in
 sufficient to deter an adversary from a first strike. Thus bluff
 ing in this context provides the kind of deterrence MAD was
 designed to provide but it does so in a morally less objec
 tionable manner because it does not involve an actual commit

 ment to massive nuclear retaliation. Of course, it might be ob
 jected that even greater deterrence could be achieved in this
 context if a nation's leaders were either immoral or amoral

 agents who were willing to commit themselves to massive nu
 clear retaliation, and hence, were actually capable of threaten
 ing such retaliation^ But strategically this increment of deter
 rence hardly seems to be needed, and morally this increment of
 deterrence seems objectionable because leaders who have com
 mitted themselves to acting in a morally horrendous manner in
 one context might easily be willing to do the same in other
 contexts, sometimes with disastrous consequences.
 Thirdly, it might be argued that by accepting a form of limited

 nuclear retaliation the proposed moral constraints make limited
 nuclear war more likely by making it morally acceptable. But
 in fact, acceptance of these moral constraints would render nu
 clear war less likely than either MAD or Counterforce. For as
 we noted before, MAD lacks a credible response to limited nu
 clear attacks and thus makes such attacks relatively attractive
 options for an adversary to take. In this regard, Counterforce is
 surely the correct response to MAD; and the proposed con
 straints, by justifying a form of limited nuclear retaliation retain
 this advantage of Counterforce. However, these constraints
 also render limited nuclear war less likely than Counterforce.
 In addition to deterring would-be aggressors, as Counterforce
 would, these constraints would also render limited nuclear war

 less likely because of the commitment of those who adhere to
 them to avoid a wide-range of Counterforce strikes. For while
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 those who accept these constraints recognize that nuclear retali
 ation is morally justified under certain foreseeable conditions,
 they also recognize that it is extremely unlikely for those
 conditions to ever be satisfied.

 Summing up, I have argued for the following moral constraints
 on nuclear defense policy:

 1) Only a form of limited nuclear retaliation can foreseeably
 be morally justified.
 2) Under present conditions, nuclear deterrence must be
 achieved without the threat or bluff of nuclear retaliation.

 3) Only when it is necessary to avoid a first strike would ei
 ther threatening the above form of limited nuclear retaliation
 or bluffing massive nuclear retaliation be morally justified.
 4) Expenditures for nuclear deterrence must be viewed as a
 last resort and only rarely should they have precedence over
 expenditures for basic welfare.

 I have further argued that these constraints retain MAD's ad
 vantage of being able to deter a massive nuclear first strike and
 Counterforce's advantage of being able to deter limited nuclear
 strikes while incorporating additional moral and strategic ad
 vantages. On the basis of these arguments, I conclude that ac
 cepting the proposed constraints is the first step toward com
 bining MAD and Counterforce into a morally and strategically
 sound nuclear defense policy.32
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